Abstract: Web space is the huge repository of data. Everyday lots of new information get added to this web space. The more the information, more is demand for tools to access that information. Answering users' queries about the online information intelligently is one of the great challenges in information retrieval in intelligent systems.
Introduction
Intelligent Information Retrieval (IR) [8] has been defined by different people in various manners, but the consistent theme has been one of the machine (or program) doing something for the user, or the machine (or program) taking over some functions that previously had to be performed by human beings (either user or intermediary). Information Retrieval Tool [1] is an important way for people to obtain knowledge and information. However, the technique of traditional information retrieval has been criticized as deeply flawed; the key reason is that the search technique is mainly based on the keyword match. In other words, users enter the inputs in the form of keywords which they want to search, and then retrieval system, like search engines, return the matching documents to users. Because of polysemy and synonyms, it is very hard to understand user's exact requirements by keywords. Often the keywords entered do not get the results they want, the somewhat relevant or irrelevant documents are also retrieved.
Let's say that a user starts using a web application to order food, and he order fish every Sunday. He has much better understanding if, on Sundays, the application asked him "What would you like to order today?" rather than "Would you like to have fish today?" In the second case, the application somewhat realised that he likes fish on Sundays. Thus, the data created by user's interaction with the site doesn't affect how the application chooses the content of a page or how it's presented. Asking a question that's based on the user's prior selections introduces a new kind of interactivity between the website and its users. So, we could say that websites with that property have a learning capacity [2] .
The Information Retrieval [18] system consists of three major components [8] :
1. the user(s) in the system; 2. the knowledge resource to which the user has access and with which he/she interacts; and, 3. Some person(s) and/or device(s) which supports and mediates the user's interactions with the knowledge resource (the intermediary).
Limitations in the past system
1. It is difficult to understand needs of the user so as to search for the specified sets of keywords.
2. Traditional websites or machines do not have the ability to learn and were not capable enough to assume the search criteria; and hence were not able to find the results based on the inputs entered by the users in the past.
Advantage in the current system
We aim to build machines that can record all the past inputs and behaviors entered by the users. The machine should be able to group the similar things together and represent the information in the form of graphs. The tool we will use can visualize the information of high dimensional data by reducing its dimensions.
One advantage [9] of the use of SOM with respect to other clustering algorithms is the spatial organization of the feature map that is achieved after the learning process.
Basically, more similar clusters are closer than more different ones.
Basic elements of intelligent applications [2]
2.1 Aggregated content -Large collection of data similar to or dependent on particular application. The content that is aggregated is dynamic rather than static, and its origins as well as its storage locations could be geographically dispersed. of tags for annotating content in a dynamic way and continuously updating the representation of the collective knowledge to the users.
Algorithms:
The algorithms are applied on the aggregated content, and sometimes require the presence of reference structures.
The above elements, summarized in figure below, are required for making an application to an intelligent application.
Fig 1: Elements of intelligent applications

How can I build intelligence in my own application? [2]
-Examine your functionality and your data Use cases should be identified, so as to get the behavior of the intelligent application, at the start of the process. These cases can be identified by asking a set of questions. Some of such questions could be like:
1. Does our application have the good content that is collected from various sources?
2. Does our application is a web application or a machine dependent?
3. Does the application deal with free text?
4. Does the application have wizard-based workflows?
5. Does our application provide search functionality?
6. Does the application require any kind of reporting?
7. Does our application is capable to make automated decisions based on defined rules?
8. Is identity verification important for our application?
9. Does our application is capable enough to recommend the search results? The above list is just the set of some example questions that may be identified in use cases, as these questions will help us to provide indications of the possibilities. If the answer to any of such questions is yes, our application can benefit greatly from the techniques like clustering, etc.
-Get more data from the web
Our own data will not be sufficient, in some cases, for building intelligence to our application. This may require access to external information from web. 
Eight fallacies of intelligent applications [2]
Clustering
The term clustering [2] means that the process of grouping similar things together. Clustering [12] is suitable in many situations, where the grouping for similar items or things is required, but it is not always possible to achieve a desired aim by simply issuing SQL queries. In many cases, the search elements that we need to use for locating the desired results are not the unique identifiers, so we need to use techniques that work well with arbitrary data. Clustering algorithms [9] are well suited to deal with unlabeled patterns and this is particularly important in applications where the human validation of the pattern membership can be very expensive.
Supervised vs. Unsupervised Learning
1. An important area of an Artificial neural network mode is whether it needs assistance in learning or not. Based on the way of their learning, all artificial neural networks can be categorized into two learning types -supervised and unsupervised.
2. In supervised learning, an ideal output result for every single input vector is essential when the network is trained. It is thus possible to make the neural network learn the behavior of the process under study.
3. In unsupervised learning, the training of the network is totally data-driven and there are no target results for the input data vectors provided. An Artificial neural network of the unsupervised learning category, such as the self-organizing maps (SOM) [14] , can be used for clustering the data and find similarities and features inherent to the problem.
Self-Organizing Map
Self-organizing map [6] is a technique invented by Professor Teuvo Kohonen and it generally refers to Kohonen's Self Organizing Map [11] , or SOM for short. It is a data visualization technique which is used to reduce the dimensions of data through the use of self-organizing neural networks.
SOMs are used to accomplish two tasks, they reduces the high dimensions of the data and displays the grouping of all the available similarities among that data by producing a map of mostly dimensions 1 or 2. Components [6] • Sample Data Sample data is the first part of a SOM. The figure below states some examples of 3 dimensional data which are usually used when experimenting with SOMs. In the below figure, the colors are represented in three dimensions (blue, red and green). The basic idea of the self-organizing maps (SOM) is to display and project the n-dimensional data (in this example it would be colors and would be 3 dimensional) into something that can be better understood visually.
Fig. 3: Sample Data
• Weights
Weight vectors are the second component of SOMs. Each weight vector has its corresponding two components to which we have here attempted to show in the figure below. Data is the first part of weight vector, which is of the same dimensions as the sample vectors; and natural location is the second part of a weight vector. In this case, color is the data and location is (x,y) position of the pixel on the screen which is a good thing about data as colors are easy to identify. In the previous example, 2D array of weight vectors were used and would look like figure above. The picture above is a skewed view of a grid, where we have the n-dimensional array for each weight and each weight has its own unique location in the grid. Weight vectors do not need to be arranged in 2 dimensions, a lot of work has been done using SOMs of one dimension, but the data part of the weight needs to be of the same dimensions as the sample vectors. Weights are sometimes mentioned as neurons [2] as SOMs are actually neural networks.
SOM Algorithm:
Due to the very nature of self-organizing maps, the way they go about organizing themselves is by competing for representation of the samples. Neurons are also permitted to change themselves by learning so that to become more like samples in the hope of winning the next competition. It is this learning and selection process that makes the weights organizes themselves into a map of representing similarities. SOM algorithm [7] is used, with the use of two components (the sample and weight vectors), that will represent the similarities of the sample vectors.
Fig 4: SOM Algorithm
The algorithm starts with the initialization of the weight vectors. After doing this, select the sample vectors randomly from the available weight vectors and search the weight vectors in the map to find which one best match that sample. Next step is to find the neighbors of the selected weight vectors that are close to it. By doing this, the neighbors are rewarded with the like of randomly selected vector. After doing this, algorithm increases the value of it by some small amount and the procedure for randomly selecting the weight vectors and finding matches with the neighbors continues for several numbers of times.
Advantages of using SOM over other clustering techniques:
1. Easy to understand [7] : SOMs are easy to understand and quite simple to analyze the information contained in it. The color combinations help to easily visualize the generated map.
2. Works very well [7] : As shown previously, SOMs classify data well and are able to easily evaluate for their own quality. So one can actually evaluate how good a map is and how strong the relationships between objects are.
Issues while using SOM [7] 1. Getting the correct data [7] : One problem with SOMs is getting the right and correct data. This is because we need a value for each dimension of each member of samples in order to generate a map. Sometimes, this may not be easily possible and it becomes very difficult to gather all of this data. So this is a major disadvantage of using them. [7] : Due to availability of many SOMs, every other SOM evaluates different similarities among the sample vectors. SOMs organize samples so as to gather all the similar data surrounded to the sampled data. There may be cases when similar samples are not near to each other. So lots of map needs to be constructed in order to get one final good map. 
Different similarities among different SOMs
